
Vertical Roll  

 

Stillness:  questions, discussions and forums. All free an animal ate sin  

or tested your knowledge even now or at a particular time. It was still  

raining and the deceased child has some new toys and still cries when  

she permeates  the valleys. If she is unable to view the Italian stillness, 

the diabetic magazine where she contained the Viet Cong  & wanted  

me to surrender personally then “Reply in French,” said my red world.  

 

Now means more to me than her blue one. Let me wet my pants, argue  

that existence has no higher state of reality. She is like the overt stillness  

of death,  where I can hear Italian philosophers retreat to the courageous 

play using San Francisco, California or Florence, Italy as their sacrament. 

Nesting herself in the breathing room, translated it means if she purchases  

the product through me, I get a commission, an Audible Stillness. Tanned  

& plucked Italian boys are rather a modern feature of our streets. Joan Jonas  

soon came put her meaning to my ear & whispered to me: “Organic Honey.”  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Drugs and Fresh, Fat Gemstones 

 

Berries are the crown jewels of summer, the gems that inspire pies 

and FDA-registered laboratories – Fat bitches have been determined  

to be fresh, fully potent and free of detrimental levels of an alkaline 

forming self-renewal. Enjoy yummy substances with psychoactive traits  

AKA Rock, Hard Rock, Pebbles, Stones, Gravel, Baby T, Cookies, Fries, 

Fifty-One, One-Fifty-One, Pony, White Ghost, and Gaping Ass Vaginas. 

These products consist of the fresh, young leaves of the khat plant, 

my personal journey of healing, or the story of how I overcame lifelong  

over the counter drugs such as Carlson Manufacturing. I scrawl in script: 

D Town is going granola, and it freaks me out. Good for you, or at least  

I think the main causes of these diseases are fat, urine, & kapha buildups  

due to the powder of rose apple stones. If you don't remove fresh sand  

from the cut, he will soon pick it up to groom his Ayurvedic humble pie.  

Despite manslaughter, I love this grimy place with the gems we have lost. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

—Natalie Nuzzo  

 


